
Mee-Ouch Indeed
Recently, I encouraged a fellow blogger to post a review of a
film which I had heard was absolutely rotten. Since, I had not
seen such, I decided to see for myself just how terrible it
was.

Some genius decided to give one of the most popular characters
in the Batman franchise her own shot at a solo picture on the
big  screen.  Unfortunately,  the  character  bore  almost  no
resemblance to the character at all. Instead of going too far
indepth, I will tell you what it is not.

Catwoman in the movie is not Selina Kyle who was introduced
decades ago as the sometimes feline nemesis and sometimes love
interest of Batman. Instead, she is given the convoluted name
Patience Phillips. I had NO patience with this mess and as
most people will tell you, I usually do have some degree of
patience.  She  is  also  endowed  (after  dying  and  being
resurrected by a cat) with superpowers. The only power I am
aware of that the feline fatale possesses is her cat-like
reflexes and her nine-lives that she seemed to have used up in
the movie Batman Returns. The movie Catwoman does however make
a silly attempt to allude to other women who put on the cat-
suit including Selina Kyle. Too little too late I’m afraid.
That is as far as I feel I need to waste space remarking on
this tragedy of a movie. I cannot believe that Bob Kane,
creator  of  the  original  character,  would  have  his  name
anywhere near it. He should have sued.

Halle Berry accepted her 2005 Razzie Award in person with her
Oscar in hand and made the following statement:

“First of all, I want to thank Warner Brothers. Thank you for
putting me in a piece of _____, god awful movie… it was just
what my career needed.”

https://www.tangents.org/movies/mee-ouch-indeed/
https://www.blockbuster.com/catalog/movieDetails/230815
https://www.blockbuster.com/catalog/movieDetails/2481


I am so glad that I did not have to spend a dime to see this
thing. I only wish that I could have my 90 minutes + returned
to me.


